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'Vibration of ,a· Circular Cylindrical :T·an;k 
:Containing Liquid 
by· Eric John Persson 
Abstract 
V 
Interest in the motion o·f a liquid 
' 
·~ 
contained ·in a circular cylinder ha.s been generated 
by the desire to predict the response of a liquid 
propellent ip a moving space vehicle. Both the 
theoretic~al a:nd experimental attempts to study 
this motion are reviewed in the preseDt paper. 
The revi~w is divided intQ five main headings 
based on the tank excitat'ion conditions that cattsx~: 
, ·:the .liquid motion. The ·five sections are: natural. 
: t, 
:frequency determinations, longitudinal (axial) 
harmonic excitation, transverse (lateral) harmoni··c .. 
excitati6n, breathing vibrations for an elastic 
tank, and other ~tank motions. In· each section~the 
-available theory is presented along with -a disci.1ss:ion 
' 
-~ 
of the·experimental work-completed "to check the 
.analysis. The limitations of each analys-is have .. 
i 
been included in the review. · 
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further experiments are needed to provide data for 
a more complete theoretical development. Two such 
- experiments that would be useful for· this purpose 
. - are described· in detail. -
The first experiment·will explore the 





elastic breathing modes of the tank when the tank 
rs harmonically oscillated in an.axial (and vertical) 
direction -at an excit~tion frequency close to the 
tank. res~nan~ frequencies. A se.cond experiment will 
explore the same liquid-tank coupling when the tank 
. 
-is vibrated in a ·lateral direction i~ the frequency 
. 
. 
range near the tank resonant frequencies. The liquid 
' 
used in both experiments is water. Several other 
e~periments are sugges·ted which would explore the 
effect of varying the tank l!lounting conditions and· 
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The motion of a .eontained liquid has presented 
many _complex prob.lems over the years. Most of these 
problems center around the ,prediction of surface· waves on-
. . 
. 
a body of water. Wave motiq~ in harbors, river·s, and 
canal's represents one of the first attempts a,t a theo-
·re·tical solution to a liquid slosh problem .. :The practi~al 
reason for the s·olutions was to protect vess:els. and· 
property on or near the 1 iquid free surf·ace. r·n most -
cases the wave motion was considered to be the· result of 
a ·transient disturbance. For example, an early paper 
·(refer·ence 1) considered the response of a water basin 
to .a seismic impulse such as -ah earthquake. A modern 
V~J~~:·sion of this problem is the wave motion ge·nerated by 
. 
a. nuclear explosion. ·The list of authors contributing 
to this analysis included such distinguished names as 
Euler (1755), Poisson (1828), Rayleigh (1876), and Lamb.. 
(1879)~ 
·,. Du.ring recent year:s the slo·.sh problem has 
changed. It ·is now necessary to predict the liquid 
response to protect the structure containing the. liquid~ 
This is the problem of pre:dicting the response of a 
·-1 iquid propellant in a moving space vehic;le. This problem 
' has directly spurred most of the work .. on liquid_§ l_oshing ______ _ - -- --- -··- --· - .. ---·-·---- _,, _____ ----- ·-·----·---------·---· ---· ·-------··--·---- --· --- -----· --·· ----· --------------------········---- ·---·--··--·-----··-·· --··. --·--------- ... ---· ·-------··"-.... ~---. ----~----------·-·-··-··-· . 
/ reported in the literature· in recen.t years. Because it 





--- ··: ___ ·.c ..... ~~· n.inety percent ., .. of the total weight of the- ro~ket, any 
motion of the liquid can----.p·rodu-c·e---f orces and mom~~t.s · that 
•LJ-, 
will affect the stability arid control of the v~hicle. 
i ~ 
r 
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't"'a.rilcs· 'that b'_ehave as: elastic s-h·e··1.·1s_ :and. als.o irt light-. . 
·w.eight st~uctural members that allow bending vibrations 
along the length of the yehicle. A serious problem of 
rocket design is to insure that the natural frequencies 
. 
of the sloshing fluid are separated from both the struc-
.tural bending ·frequencies and the control frequencies of 
' . 
the rocket guidance sys-tern. Vehicle ins-~ability will 
result if -resonant vibrati'ons cause an interaction at 
the ~ontrol &frequencies. Another ar~a of concern for 
rocket d.esi·gn i·s the interaG·t.ion of forced vibration: 
.response- between the .liquid f·ree ·surface and the tank. 
wal·l. This .interact:ioh causes additional stresses ·t·o· 
.. '', 
build up on the tank wa1··1. The stresses· must b,e 
accurately ,pr:~dio t.ed in order to des ig.n a -p:rope··rlan.t: 
tank based .on minimum weigh~. 
Problems .such as those outline.d ·above ·h·av·e l.ed 




fre·quen·c··.ies, {.orc·es, and surface responses encountered irt 
·' 
v·.ibrat!ng liquid_-tank systems for many. different tank 
:~·eometries. Experiments .h·av-·e: shown that the behavior of 
--i,-· ...... _.,:, 
. 
• 
the liquid is nonlinear :under many conditions, especiall.y 
· when excited near the 1owe·r natural frequencies of the 
sloshing liqu.id. This complicate.s the analytical 
analysi.s\even fo:r- the -sim.p'lest case-s .. · To analyze the 
natural frequencies arid resultant forces of a liquid tank 
_______ sy_s_tem, _____ two _____ d.iffe.r_ent _bas.ic-- ap-p1:-""oaches are taken in the 
.. 
literature. The first approach involves .a straightforward .. 
statement of the diff~erential equation of liquid motion 
(Laplace equation) along with the nonlinear boundary 
co~ditions. on th-e liquid. The equations are then solved 
by appropriate linearization techniques or by approximate 
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~'l.inearized'' solutions fail to pr~dic t the no.nlinear 
·responses observed exper ..imentally; and the approximate 
• • nonlinear solutions become hard to calculate except in 
some very simple cases. Simplified analyses using 
. , 
variational and energy·methods have been proposed for 
natural-frequency ~eterrnination. 
· 
T .. o ·pred:ict the liqq..id re.s·potts·e but to simpli,fy 
the analyt'·ical calcu.lat-ions, a second approach has been: 
used. A me.chartical model of the liquid~tank system .is 
p·ropo-sed. :The p·arameter-s of the model are cho·se.n to make. 
. ·"Ii,:, the response of the .mechanical sys tern conform to the 
e-xpe-rimenJ:al da.·ta frotn t:he liquid-tank ·System. . Among the 
rriechanical mode.ls proposed are a spring-ma.sis sys tern and a , 
O> 
pendulum sys-t;ern. One of· the advantag-e:s of. ,this approach 
is that _it is possible to include the effects of liquid 
damping in·t:o. the analysis quite s:imply.. A.11 that is 
.r·e·quired. is. th.e :add.i tiori of a d·ashpot, in the model. This 
c:i'pproach .. ·ha$ pro.ven qu_ite success·ful in providing design 
. 
. . . criteria fd~ the· tank design artd stability analysis.of 
:s·pa~e ve'h.i.c·l.e- '.c-c>ri tr·ol. sys terns ... 
The. purpos.e qf this p-ap,e:r .is to review tlte 
1:·1q·µ.:Ld slo:sh.ing p'hen·o·menon de:$.crib.:e:d in the literatu.r~ 
! ' ' :"f:_or: one· tank geome:try, the circular· .cylindrical t:ank. 
Th·e emphasis is p·laced on the ·the·oretical analysis and 
I . 
., 
:on: th~ mechanical. ana:'logy ~echniqu·es described above. ~-
. 1 I The nonlinear response of t~h~.- liquid-tank system will be 
# 
- - -··- ··---------·--·-- .. --- ·-·-·-·---·-· ----- ,- ,,_ ____ ._ .. ____ _ 
__ , _____ " __ ~-····· 
____ -----~ ----~~---' described in detail, and the baSfi\ f0rm "of the analytical · 
analysis will be given for several different·tank 
excitation conditions. By considering the det~ils. of a:· 
specific case, a helpful.perspective can be gained for 
de_sign of a liquid-tank system. This perspective can be. 
used to insure proper co.n'si·d.er.ation of all ___ fa_ctors -in· th~------·-"'-""-··'-·----··-· '\. ·--------·------
. -. ·-----,----------·~ 
---•·--"----·-
.... L- - -- - --
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• i, i· 
. \ 
cylindri~al tank wa.s ',c'h·o·sren f:·or deta.ile:a. study because it 
., 
is a prac;tica.l tank ··g.eometr:y used in: ma_ny space vehicles 
. 
with a large_ amount of experime.nt~l data reported in 'the 
literature. An evaluation of the many studies attempted 
to describe this system will alsb·be helpful as a guide 
for propqs ing future inves tig_a:tionsi'.. 
' k 
·rhe. discuss ions in th:i..s· pap·e:r w.ill be divided 
into five. general areas bas~.d"_ on .. t~nk ~,~·citation conditions. 
. ~ 
They are: 
1. natural frequency· ·det.etmirtat:ions 
·2. longituclin.al (ax·~La,i·) harmonic ex.citation 
·3. transve:rse (lateral·) harmonic ~xcitation. 
4.. breathing v·ibrations (elastic tank case) 
5. other tank motions 
/ 
Both the rigid tank and ·e:las.tit~ ·tank will be 
:c.:o.rts·idered for all cases but. breathin,g: vibra.tio.ns .. There 
.; 
will .be some overlap between. the d.ivisions be:cause the 
J~iqµid respo.ns:e. o·f: the elastic tari.k under various 
. ' 
'-.... 
exc ita.tions is· ·similar to tha.t .. considered for breathing 
vibrations.·.. ·Lqngitudinal and tra·nsverse tank excitation 
a.:re ·treated s'eparately because these: two exc·itations show 




The analysis of translational ahd p .. itchirig tank moti.ons 
such as might be. found in a moving space vehicle ·will .b·e 
c.ons·idered under ''other tank motions." A comprehens iVe 
bib·liography of referet1ce:s av·i1:i.labl~ in the technical 
.j:·OJJ.rna1s is p.r.ov.idQd at t:he: end: .o:f the paper. ---- ----- ·- - .. ,~ ..,.._ __ 
. . 
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·7· 
Free Vibration 
Much of the classical theory that forms the· 
basis for natural frequency and mode shape determinations 
was provided by Lamb . (reference 2, arti.cle 19l). Al though 
. ' the assumptions used ·-in develop·ing the theory ·1imi-t the 
a_pplication of the equations' a rev.iew of 'the theory will . 
·be. presented. This will provide a connnon ground on wh·ich 
to base the evaluation of more r~cent at_.t~111:pts to describe 
·liquid slashing-- behavior. 
.... 
. .. 












viscosity of the fluid II1ay be neglected, 
compres$ib'ility of th-e. fluidt may be negle.cted., 
fluid motion starts from rest, 
t·he ·fore-es acting on the fluid ·can be 
·calcula·ted .using a ·potential function, 
fluid has a free surface, 
small osci·1·1ations of flu-~d. (in:f::in-i.'t·e.sima.l 
liquid ampli·tude·), 
7. fluid ~c t:ed· upon. by gr-av-ity -f·cJ.rc:e.: only. 
Neglecting· the visc~1s_ity of. t:h.e f·.luid implies 
.. 
liquid ~otion is irrotationa.l... Larob' s. equations for 
; 
.. ~. free oscillation of a sh~et of ~ater are: ( ·v,2 + k) ~ = 0 (1.) 
sub·Jec::t: :to the boundary cond:t tion 
('2) 
___ ,......,......., __ . . ____ __,·· ... __ .. ~~-~---=--------·----- -- _________ _:·-··~-
i 
. 
. -... -,· 
:at· ·the .. vertical wall,s. This means that the velocity· -bf 
.. the fluid normal to the wall is zero. For the cas,e :of a. 
circular sheet of water the equation becomes: ,'.·. '"i••.· 
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This is the two dimensional wave equation. the 
partial differential equation is transform~d into 
an ordinary differential_ equation by choosing as a 
s_olution for the potential function ( ¢ ) ; 
¢ = f(r) cos s6 or ¢ = f ( r) s in s8 (4·)· 
wher·e s = 0 
' 
1, 2 .... 
Each solution must satisfy the equation indep.endently. 
' .. 
Substitution into equation ,(3) -giv·es: 
f"(r) + 1 f' (r) + (k2 - s 2) f (r) •. ~ 0 (S) 
r r7 . 
·rhe··; rtorma·l modes (which are orthog_onal) ar~ given by: 
¢=A J (kr) cos 
s s -
A. = A J (kr) 





(o- t + E ) 
(er t + E: ) 
(6a) 
- {;6·b.) 
:A8,. is an arbitrary co1tst·an,t . 
·tht~. condition us·ea t"<) .detertrii.rte· k. :is 
l 
c)</J = ·o.: 
c> r 
at the bounda~y r = a (7) 
' 
with a= radius of cylinder 
J~(ka) - 0 (8_) 
. ·- . . - . - ~ ~. -~4"-----7 . :~_:. '. . . . ~ .. . . . . . ·' 
-----. - . . ~,---~-'.!::~-,,-
In this analys.is 




'. .,.:-~ ... , .. 
,. . ..... ·' 
.. - ·---------~- ---.- -·- .. - - -- - ·-
\.,: 
--~ . --·- -- -
,,·. 
h is the uniform depth of the liquid, and g is the 
gravitational acceleration. The 1'spee·d'' ·of the 
..:,, . . 
· osc.illations (a-) can be calculated on"C~e k is known 
by using (9a) and .. (91?) . 
.. 
·First consider the solution for the 
axisynm1etric case (symmetry about the origin; s = o): .• 
~ 
The waves have annular ere$ ts and troughs. 
The equation fork gives: 
:9 
J~(ka) = ,0 = J 1 (ka) ('IO).· 
Eva.lup:tion of the .Bessel funqtion of fir1:lt order yields 
ka =1.2197-7r, 2.2330...,,., 3.2383-rr , .. (lla) 
(11'.b') 
for· the mth mode there are m nodal circles whose 
distances from the center are determined by¢= o, 
which implie--s· 
Evaluation a£· th.es.e toots gives: 
(12) 
kr = o. 76557r, 1. 7571-r,-, 2. 7546 77 , .. (13) 
For exampl.e, at the first axisynnnetric lllode s = o, 




r = . 7655 -rr 
k 
= . 7655-·-n- · -----=- ·cr~·o·z-sa·-- (14) 
(1. 2197-rr) 
. ( a ) -














'-.· .r'. -~ 
10 
. ... :,·. ,:-,, 
addition to the noda·l :c ir.c--les ment.i.orted before. The 
nodal circles are now. obtained from· the J (kr) Bessel ' ' s 1. __ . ...,, .. f:unction. · It is possible .,to- consider the shape of the 
rtbdes by the appropriate Bessel function.(eg. the J . ' 0 
mode is.axisynnnetric, the J 1 m9de will have one nodal 
-" 
.diameter, etc. The J 1 mode ~-s.- sometimes called th·e. 
·.,- p-r.im.ary slosh mode. ) 
.~ At this poin·t ,- ·-·Lamb s t:a:·tei's:· tJia t the location 
o.f :the· nodal diameters ·is .in.determi·nate because equations 
(6a) and (6b) may be rewr"itt:en to· include a9 arbitrary 
angle _ ( O(_s) by replacin~ cos s6 (or sin se ) by 
Q·OS S ( 9 - C(_s). The .nodal 'diam¢t~:;t""S :are given l;ly·: 
e- o(. s = · 2m + 1 -1T 2 s 
m ::::, :.a.,. :,1,. -2., ..••.• : , :( 1.s·:) 
·rhe; co.mbined s-ol·ution giv·~n: by equat·fort 
.(1.:6) t,.~pres-en·ts two fundamental modes of the same per·iod 
attd :d·ifferen,t phase· ang·les super-imposed to represent 
. a system of waves moving around th_e, o·rigin with an 
an.gular velocity o-/·s. 
( CT t + s6 + E ) 
-
The solu·t·ion o.f equation (16) fo:r .th.e lowe:st 
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···· Fio_r: :this case, it is found that ' . . . : - . 
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:, '""\ . t'.' . . 
' 
There is one nodal¥ di·ameter at 6· = . 5 -7T but this is 
not determined because the origin of e is arbitrary. 
As a continuation of the ·analysis Lamb ·develops 
the differential equations for a sheet of water of 
·~ 
. 
variable depth. Equation (1) becomes:, 
,,. 
\,__.....> 
h vi 4> + dh 0¢ + a- 2 ~ = o rI9J dr .c)r g \f-' 
The depth (h) must: be known a·s a function O:f ·t.he· 
ra.dius (r) ti - -La·mb presents the analysis for a . 
. 
parabolic ·bottom :on a cir·cular bas in. The scYl:ut.ion 
is f o.und .by .assuming an asqe,nd'.ing power series for . 
:the: par·t .of· the ,solu.t·ion contatnin:g the: radius (r). 
T:he f:re:qu·enc ie s as given ~y L~mp. bee orne ·: 
(n (ti .,. 2) .. s 2) 
\ 
'I.he anal,ysis states :tl)c:i.t. tl1e·. ~:-:on·dition n .. = :s: ·+ 2j 
. rnu:st ·hold:. ·The're ·at'e (j - 1) nodal circle·s .and· .s:: 
p:od~l diameters for· a given: :mode. The, slash frequenc.y 
pf ·a.ny mode for a circular bas.in with a parabolic bot:t_om 
of' gre~test depth (h0 ) can be calculated using equation 
·(19). 
•· 
The recent l·itera.ture on .n:aturii:l freq-uertcy· 
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.. i. ;, 
. 
--
an approximation technique based on the classical 
equat_ions to simplify the calculatic;,n .. ;of slosh .modes 
and frequencies. The approximate. solutions obtained 
in this way are compared with the "exact'' solutions· of 
---·-··------------------------------------ _ ____ ___ _ _ _ ____________ Lalil:b ___ a t1.q ___ ~t th _ ~~P..~i- !!Il§nta ! _____ c1~_t_~ _____ f 9-..;r-_~-~-~-!_!_!~c!!_!;_t_Q_)J._. ______ Thg______ __ . , . -







amplitude waves on the class~cal·predictions. · In this 
case a nonlinear analysis is necessary to account for· 
the free surface boundary conditions. Experimental data 
. 
~ 
is reported as a check on the developed analysis. For 
the elastic tank the nonlinear effects are more complex 
because of liquid-tank vibrational coupling. The rest 
'>. 
0£ this section will e?{amine several pa.pers whic·h suggest 
~-
ways to determin~ l~quid natural ·f·~eque:nGi.j.es: i..n a 
circular cylindrica.l tank. 
The paper by H. R. Lawrence, c .. J. W·at1g,. ~1:1(1 
R. B. Re·ddy (reference 3) takes the fi1tst =direction 
ou.tlined :a·bove. The classical problem is reformulated 
:·:a..$ .a variational prin:ciple by defining the kinetic 
.. 
~rtergy and potential energy of the fluid-and carrying 
• 
out Hamilton's principle,. -The ·problem is to find a 
potential function which makes the. resulting integral 
an extremum~ It i:s oo·t:ed that this, -pot·ential will 
s~tisfy not .only ihe fluid differential equation but 
also the ta-nk boundary conditions. At this point a 
.Ray.le:igh-.Ri:tz proc.edure is emp.J.~·oyed to solve for the 
.. 
f·requ~ncy to se·c-ond ord.er accu,racy if the potent.ial 
·cq.m be approximated to. first o.r·der·. Frequency express ion-s 
.ar.e, worked out fo-·r the sha_ll_ow· tank cas~ ·where. the . 
. -~ :P·o·tential is independent 'of· va:riations · a.long the 
---·-·---·---··- -------· --- -··--"-·· . . ' 
-_ .. ~ .--
•j 
,. _longitudinal (z) axis and for the deep tank case (depth ~~f tank greater than longest wave length of a s)osh · 
., --·--~--·-,,., .. _ 
· (: mode) where the depth can be assumed infinite. I_n _____ ·-~~-· 
·\ 
·addition, the paper develops the expressions for 
determination of the frequencies of a tank of: :arb·itra-ry 
depth by using a potential function that is a_.linear 
combination of the potentials fo-r the shallow and ·deep. 
case. To check the equ-ati·ons numerical results are-~---.· 
presented £or the f·iat bottom tank and conical bo·t·.'tom: 
.or:· 
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. " tank. Normalized wave shapes. and frequency graphs are 
' 
' also presented for these two cases. To insure accur~te 
results care must be exercised in the choice of a 
:po·tential func·tion for the Rayleigh-Ritz equations. T·he 
:Procedure closely fo1:l.ows the classical prediction ~or· 
simple cases i-f· the proper potential function is ass-ume·d. 
\ .A s·tµdy of finite ampli.tude waves fo·r the 
• ~ 
I 
· circu.1a..r·· basin of. uniform dep·th -was- s.tarted by L. R. 
···~.Mac~ (·reference 4) in 1962:. This study wa-s an extension_· 
Of the wo~completed by Penney and Price (reference 5) 
:for a rectangular-. container." In his analysis. Mack 
C:Onsiders only the first axisyrnmetric (J
0 ) mod·e. ;rn 
'1963, D. Fult.z and T. S. Murty. (reference 6). publis-h~q. 
t;he resuits of an experimental study to test- the 
v.· ~na·l.yti9al predictions of Mack for this m_ode. A ,~. 
s-1-ight).y· different type of. analysis wa:s us'ed by 
,0 •: :-D .. ·Dimaggio and A. S. Rehm (refer.e·nc-e 7) in 1965 to 
·:ex·t·errd the f'inite ampl-itude wav·e solution to the fir-st 
11.0,nsynnnetric (J1 ) slosh .mode.. These: stµdies all report 
tw.o ·si.gni·ficant types of n.onlinear ·b .. ehavior. F.irst, 
t·he nati1ral frequ.e.ncy is amplitude dependent. Secono, 
·there a.re certain critical fluid depth to tank radius 
·ra·tios wh·ere the fi-rst mode oscillation is coupled with: 
a higher· mode at ·~ frequency wh1ch is some: ·1n.teg!"al. 
. 
.. 
mul, tip le of the primary m·ode frequency .• 
~ .' 
_ The governing .equati·ons for the finite_ 
~Il.lpli\tude analysis. on ·a .rigid tank includ-e · the Laplace 
. ' 
;•·>differential equation, equation (1), .and. the boundary 
·requirements that the ·velocity of the fluid normal to 
the tank walls oi\_ bottom mu·s·t vanish, equatio·n (2). 
The requirements on the free surface.become 
111o·re, complex. The exact position of the free- surf-ac-e----------~-------
-~ --~- -
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z = 'l ( r ' e ' t) ·(21) 
In this equation z is the fluid su.rf·.ace displacement 
above ·the undisturbed free surface height. The· 
kinematic boundary condition stat·es t.hat the fluid 
· particles on the free surface mu:st rema.iJl there . 
.. 








The dynamic. surface condition is derived 
·fro.m Bernoulli' s .equation with the condition . that 
the pr:essure is con··stant acro·s:s the free surface. ·1. 
t'·h·::i.s c.ondition become:s 
+ 1 
2 
:bfi. the free surfac.e .. 
= 0 
The e·ff~c·t of: ·,the nonl·inea.r ··boundar11 
conditions on the.analysis cart :be. seen by compa.rihg: 
Mack's results with the r·e·sult.s· of the clas·sica:l 
theory for infinitesimal wav:e·s .. As Mack states in·· 
his paper, the mean ·surface elevation at any point 
is zero. for classical theory. It was shown that 
there is a nodal circle at a radius equal to 0.628a 
. 
. for the J mode.· The surface is horizontal twice 
d -~ d 
0
h ~ · d d th t d t h h u~1ng eac per10 , an e cres s an roug ·s ave 
the same shape. For fin;ite amplitude waves there is 
no nodal circle and the surface never becomes 
.. ,,.,. 
horizontal. In ge~eral, the mean elevation of the 
~ ' 
__ surface is not zero. A bigger difference is the . 
shape of the waves. As the amplitude increa.ses the 
.;._-: 
j •• 
















crests become higher an·d .na·rrower and the trough~ 
become broader and shallower. Several nondimension.a.i 
curves are presented by Mack (reference 4) for 
variations in liquid depth.. The modification o.£·. 
. ' 
the wav~ shape occurs most prominently for· shall.ow· 
depths. L 
Mack als.·o' ·predicted that the f·requency . 
. of the fundamental axisynrrnetric _wave will increase 
with arnplitu~e for a shallow dep.th but will decrease 
with increasing amplitudes for deeper liquids. T·h.e, 
frequ~ncy equation for finite waves is given as 
0-
2 
a - 0i 2a [1 + (A11K~) G~J (24.) 
g g 4 
where Oi 2 is the f reCJuehCJ for inf in:ites ima:1 
waves, Au .is. de-f:.i_ri.e·d. b_y Ma·ck in the exp.re.ssipit ,~f:.or· 
f:i·rs t order' surface disturb.anc:e., ,artd ·G
0
: is a 
fr:eq·uency correc_tion f:actor pio-t t:ed in Mack~ s :~ 
. 
. 
. :. p:ape.,r. Mack's predic tiop of the frequency reve:rs-a·t. 
,s_.t.~m:s from the .fact tha·t· ·G
0 ·changes sign. a-s dep··th 
varie·s . The paper by Fultz and Murty (:tTef erence 6) 
experimentally confirms this prediction with the· 
exception that the~depth ~o radius ratio at which 
the .reversal occurs was found to be considerably · 
lower than the ratio pt·edicted by Mack. It has ·beet1 
,. 




_____________ . __ 
7
_~---,..-~ ______________ w_i 11 ... moYe ..... -the .. f)-r-ed-i-c-t-ed---£a-eie- · in·_ the · pr-op er -·dire·c·tton. · ····---C------ _,._-·-_ 
··--·---··-··-··----·------- 'l . . •· -- • • •. • .. . -
- • 
- ---- ·--------- -· -- --- -----· --- ·- ··- ---- ---~· - .... 
, ----. ····------·-·-·---~--'----~----·-·. ~-,..,--,.-.. - Ari6ther~-1nteres ti.~£.--POirlt ;~ported by Fultz and · . 
Murty· is that there is no reversal of the frequency 
:··· :.,.·:.:.· .. -.· ....... :c.:···'·--oc c·'·~-~·-· .... effect. ·i:f·--·a. parabolic bottom is ·used in the 
·I,\, 
. ·~ ". 
.. 
experiments instead of the flat. bottom. Several · ·· 
critical depth-~r,-~dius ratios are predicted· by Mack~ s 
. 
~~-----·---·---·- -·- -- ... -- --- - -- -- -·· ----~· ·-·•'"' .. - - -
















have ampl''itudes of the s:ame order of magnitude as 
the fundamental axisyrinrietric mode. The experiments 
of Fultz and Murty show· n·o difference in the way 
the standing waves react at the critical depth-radius 
ratios. 
A.perturbation analysis has been chosen 
' b.y O. D. · Dirnagg io and A. S. · Rehm (reference 7) to 
cons.ider the first ~on~ynnuetric (J1 ) mode. Their 
· solution redu~es to the classical linear theory 
when high order terms are neglected. the equation 
and· boundar.y conditions used to start the solution 
are the same as those st:at.ed in. cylindrical co-
:_ordinate~ 1:>y Mack except the terms containing 6 
are inc tuded in e-.qua tion 1. In the analysis the 
velc;,c·ity pot~ntJ.a·l, w·ave:· profile, wall p_ressure, 
and the frequency-.amplitude relatiofis:hip are foµn(:[. 
In addition, the rnaximu_ni stable wave hei;ght is· 
investigated. The results of this paper f·o-llow 
closely the findings of Mack for the syrnrnett·ic 
c·ase. The frequency is amplitude dep:enden_t. It 
-·de:creases w:ith an. increase in ampl·ittide for large 
depths,. but for a fluid depth to cylinder radius 
ratio of .45 or below (shallow depths) the liquid 
behaves like a hard spring showing increasing 
frequency with amplitude. A frequency correction 
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. 
------ ----- ------------~---~---·----~------- . ---··-··--·-··----· ·. ----,--:-:--···-~--------------1-iiie- as· e·x-is_t_s ________ i_n_ .. the 1 inear theory. The wave 
.profile changes with variation in amplitude for 
- a given fluid depth. · These findings are the same .. -
:as those reported. by Mack. 
;. A number of critical depth. t.o radius 
--- ------ ··············-·-----··-· --~:~--~~-,-----~·-··-·-··---,-----~----r·ati·os· are -····predict·ed·· ·by th·1s·····-analys·i-s. ---·---No--··e-xtferifuerit~a--x--·--·-•---····---
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.t: evidence is pre.se.nted :to ·det,e.nnirte i-f any change in 
liquid behavior qccurs. a:t these rat.io·s. 
The elastic tank analys·~s is more 
complicated. · ~n addition to the liquid vibr·atiort 
the walls of the tank vib;ate. Both liq_uid and 
tank-shell mode sha.pes must be ·considere·d. The 
paper by M. S. B~ron and R. Skalak (reference 8) 
uses a Ra.yleigh-Rit·z procedure adapted f.rom empty 
~hel.l_ vibration theory to de·termine, the ·tank 




. s-at.isf ies the Laplac·e equatio.n, equation (.1), apd 
the boundary condition that the radial velocity 
.o.f the fluid must equal the shell ra.dial veiocity .• -
.. The free surface boundary c--ond·i.tion, equation (::Z::-3), . . -· i:s 1 inea·riz·ed :thu·s l_imiting tb.e. -so·lu tidn to 
:·inf:init.es-ima·l _l_iquid. a.mplitua·e·s. Th:e·: p:re·$-SUre 
b.e.comes. 
. . . . ' ... 
p = -p !~ .- 0 (.2 5)' 
on tJ1e fr·et~ surface. p is t_he mass density o:f ___ t-h:e 
f·lui-d. The :empty tank mode shapes-_ were used· in 
assuming approximate solut·ions for the potenti-al 
function. The. kine.tic E;:ne.rg.y of the .l·iqµid_ ·was 











'.T = 1 p . ff. ¢ O ¢ ds · {26) 
. __ 
-------------- ---- ~~-- -- . - ----- -- . _- ·, ____ -. __ .. ____ .--..... ----~---------------------~------------------------- ------· --- _a_ 4 ______ -- -- ------------·----- -----:;----------·-=--- ----,-. -------~~:-··-=~~~-~~~- : ~--~~--=-----------~ ------------,--------------------------------
-
. ----.. ------·-----------.--:-..... 
Frequency determinants are d~veloped for 
three and five-constants mode shapes._ Using th~ 
five-constants solution will determine both the 
. 
. . shell frequencies a.nd mode shapes a_c-curately.· · .Trie 
- - - -'-" -~---~---~- -· 
-~--· -----~--- - -- -=------- . __ , - ______ .,,. - -
-----~ ~---. -.. -·---·---- . 
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. - . 
·results of this pape~ inc·l:ude cturves which show the 
varia.tion in vi~tual mass par·ameter and shell 
. . 
. 
amplit~de parameter as· th.e l_iquid depth varies from 
half full to full. The virtual mass parameter is 
. ,. 
derived from the kinetic energy expression to 
account for the additional weight on the shell 
caused by the liquid. As may be expected, ·the-
eff ec,t of fluid height on. the virtual mass is found 
to be more ·pronounced for the lowe-r ·modes. 
A different solution is prov·ided by 
:c ... W.. c.-o.a·le. and M. Nagano {reference 9) f:.or ·the 
aiisynrtnetriq. vibrations of -~n e:l~stic. tank 
·pEtr:t_i·al.ly· full of liquid. · Th~ purpose of the ·pap:er: 
~Ls: t·o- gain art ac·curate representat·i.on o:f the tank· 
l;,·eha.vior. The.y utilize the compu,te-r in a s:olu·tio.n-
, 
dl .. d . d·f·~· .·.h b··· / t6· a mo a· -ma.tr'1x . e term1pe ··. .·. r.om t e • a.s 1.c "\// 
:eigenvalue prob.lem. They report, for a (~·y:linq.ri·Gal 
membrane tank with a fla.t bo·t·tom,. the .normal modes 
may be class.if.ied into two types.. The slosh modes 
represent the primary interact.i.on. ·between the 
kip.etic energy o_f the l:iqu:id- and tht~ potential 
energy of the liquid in a g.ravi-ty field. It. i:s. 
L-
f el t that the strain enerigy of the ta.nk in. these. 
·"v. 
modes is so, slight that the tank may be assume·d t:o: 
be rigid. The axisytnn}e-tric bulging modes r·epresent. 
. an interac't·ion between t_h.e liquid kinetic energy an:c:l 
·-·-·-···-·----------~--~---~--~~~~-~tlle ____ t_~ nk_.~ 1 a_s _ti~c__ s tr a in---e~e r gy .- The · gr av i t);r · --· ·-·c·· -
- -------------- - --· --
' 
potential plays a minor role in this int·eraction .. 
.. 
A qualitative ·study was c·onducted to determine the 
effect of. liquid depth, shell bending stif~rtes·s·,: 
and shell inertia 9n the bulging mode b·ehav .. ior .: T·he 
results indicate that the stiffness of the .shell tank· 
- - ---- - -
-- -----------·--------- ------~-- -~------·----·--
is negligible except near the tank.base. Also~ the 
" . 
: i 








,, .... , 
.. ) .. 
liquid depth to tank radius ratio -is found to be the 
most significant parameter in 4et.e~ining shell mode -
. ' ' ''!.,. 
shapes. The interface~boundary conditi~ns are 
examined for the ca~e of a cylindrical tank with a 
hemispherical bottom. The analysis considers the 
cylinder and hemis.phere separately and tries to 
-
satisfy a continuity condition at·the interface~ 
Such an analysis may be _suitable to account for 
other t~nk bottom conf ig·ura_tions . 
.... 
The section of this paper entitled 
''Breathing Vibrations for an E~as tic Tank'' will 
.. 
<'"' consider more· fully liquid-tank interact_ions .. , It 
can be said at- this time., howev.er, that significa_nt \ 
. 
large amplit:ude liquid behavior has been reported 
for an e·I-astic sheli -vibrating near one of - the 
shell's resonant frequencies.. ·This is caused by 
coupling between the· slash .and bulging modes 
described above. The shell amplitude is modul·c).te_d 
.···· ·, .. 
.at_the.low frequency. It may be possible to e-x:tertd 
the preceding method to include the dynamic fre.e 
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,, . J· . i, ! ··. 
Longitudinal Harmonic Excitation 
,.. 
·Forced harmonio)vibration can be induced 
in a liquid ·propellent tank by the r·ocket engine 
in a ~oving space vehicJ.e. In general, a forced 
.harmonic excitation is _superimposed on "the trans- · 
. l.ational motion of the vehicle. To simplify the. 
analysis and to evaluate the effect of each type 
of ,ex:.citation, the for.ced harmoni·c vibrations are 
. 
. b·roken up into an axial or· lortgttu.dinal excitation 




-liquid res~onse fc,r ·tra11sla.t.i9n and pitching about 
the tank center of gravity· can a~so be tr~ated 
sep·arately. The trans:la.tiort 'case includes an 
. . 
. . 
a:hal:ysis- f:or·· liquid motion when ·.c:1 n_e·t change of 
acce:lerat-ion occurs . . -· . . . - . . . 
T-his section will -r'.eview the studies 
J Q:Qllipleted in the lite.ra.ttire f·or the cas'e whe:r.e the · f1 
t.~n:l<· bo.t .. tom t1nd~~goes :a motion of. 
.\ 
X ,= X ... ,cos N w t ••. 0 
·7l1is represents vibt·a·t_:ian. of• the ·tank., 
al:ong its ax.is of syrrnne.try. :T_he :eJ.Ccf·tat.ion 
amplitude is X0 and the freque.-n.cy .of excitat,i,on 
is Nw, where N is a positiv·e- number. 
·The liquid behavior for the ·rigid tank 
. · · ca _s e i-S-de-S.c-1;""~i-b@d~--b~F-.---!f.---~-e,---B-;·-D-;----K-a:na , and 
H. N. Abramson (reference 10) ···" The restriction to 
rigid tank structure means .only low frequency 
vibrattons (below 60 cps) can be considered with 
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t~nk ·geometry. It has been shown that for smal·l 
amplitude liquid oscillations of a longitudinally· 
excited tank the equation --of_ motion r·educes ·to t.he. 
Mathieu equation given by 
4 
2 d a 
nm 
cosw.t) a- . ~- .Q 
·:mn. 
g 
. Umn is t·h.e.: liquid na.tural f:requeticy·.,· 
.a·... is the amplitude of the· cor'.resp_onding: liqu:id __ 
·nm. 
Itto·de, and g is gravi ta.tional ac·celerati·on-. The 
(28'.)' 
:solution of this equation can .be· stable. or uns ta.ble 
depen~ding_ upon the excitation p:arame·ters.. The 
predominant stable solution is a one-hal·f. subharmoni·c.· 
response a.l though there ar:e othe·r subharmonic or 
· superharmonic resp.on.ses·· pos:sib.le. fo:r the prac.tical · 
liquid slosh p·roblem most of the. ot·her stable· 
·, .... 
responses a_ppear to be .. attenuate·d by damping . 
.. 
Dodge, Ka.na, clnd Abramson review the .·stability 
analysis of t:he: Mathieu e.qua.tiort and its relation 
1
· ·• ... 'tc>' tffe·· li·quid slosh problem in ref e.rence 10. ·l'h~y , 
point out that the liq·uid- amplitudes _.are irtdetermin:a,,te 
from eq~;ation · (28) be-~ause :arty so·lµt·ion ·may be ~ 
multiplied by a co.ns~ant a.n.c:l. .s:·till :sati$fy· th·e= 
. 
.. :-: equation. · ~--
, 
____________ __:_ ___ ·-;c..;..,.·--... ~-.,-~-'--~-·L-::,-L-:---'--'--·-~----~------T-h.e-~l-ci:t"~g·e:-··--amp-l···i--Eude----e-as~e- is· :· treat e ci us i ng 
-~~---~ . - -- -----··- ~- -- - -- ~ 
the ·1aplace equation and the same tank boundary 
conditions as for the classical theory.! The co-
-·-· ...... ! .......... -
. 
ordinate system is assumed to vibra,,te· ·with the t:a:1tk~: .· 
The free surface boundary con.d:L.tion -(Berrtctu1li' s 
' <I 
•• 
equation) ch~nge·s __ tQ·_ b,e:¢.ome·i· 
-~ -- --~ - --- - ---- - -- ---·---- . - -· - -· ------- - - - - . -- -------·• ·•-•o,••·----·c• • • • . • • • 
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, 
at the liquid free.~urface. 
.. This includes the term for the harmonic 
I 
. 
--forcing function. The value of N will determine 
. 
whet~er . .the predominant liqtfid response is 
subharmonic, harmonic, qr superharmonic. In 
_ref.erence 10 the analysis is given for one-ha-l·f'.-
·su.bharmonic (N = 2) S)1nm1et.r·:Lc and n·onsynnuetric · 
modes. The. ,.analysi.s is :Simpli.fied by assuming a 
S:e·ries: approx_imation f.or the velocity ·potentia,l. 
C>· : " 
.· ·' 
J, 
If a 1 inearized approxima·tion is considered, the 
Mathieu equation results for both analyses. It is. 
shown analytically that the _first axisymmetric mode 
and the first CO.S 2 e mode are superimpos·e·d. on .the 
basic J 1 mode. Terms up to third orde.r m,us t :be 
kept ·in the series approximations to Q.et:ertnine: th.e 
mode shapes accurately. Equations for the f-requertc:y·~ 
amplitude rela·tionship and the slc1s·h ·amptitude 
(dimensionles·s:) are presented f:or one-half sub- · 
harmonic s~loshing· of both synnt1etric and no~~-y~etric 
mod~s. ·T·he sta.bility of the solutions dep-ends- ottly 
on, the value,s o.f liquid natural.; frequency_, ,forcing_ 
.. 
. f·req·uency, an_d forcing ampl:itude. _The :ap·p·r--o~i100te 
,, 
stability b9undaries· for stable liquid responsl:~· cc1.:n 
be determined using a Mathieu stability chart.- llse: 
of the chart is~ explained in the reference. Tq.e 
experiments conducted to_ verify the analysis were 
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boundaries were found by fixing _excitation frequenc:·Y 
and increasing excitation amplitude until the 
desired motion (for example, one~half subharmonic) 
-~ 
" began to appear. The analytically determined l_iq_ui.c1. ____________________ -__ ·c _____________ -~ -- . - - -
--·-- --- - --
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the frequen·cy derived from the experimentally 
determined stability chart. A very small amplitude 
cutoff due to viscous .effects was observed. 
Liquid surf ace resporis:.e. was- obtained l?y 
holding excitation amplitude cons_tant and varying 
the excitation frequency over: a range containing 
the ·desired mode shape. In this proces? n·on.linear· jump behavior of the amplitude was. observ-ed.· For 
'\a particular mode stability boundary,. :if Erxcitation 
frequency was. s.lowly ·decreased from a point above 
the boundary the liquid arnpli.ttide would· inc.rease 
until suddenly the m·o:tion would decay t.o zero . 
The rev·erse behavior was observed if the fre·quenc_y· 
was raised from below the boundary. The s·udden 
· jump to large amplitude motion was obs:erv,ed·· to: be 
. 
. very compl·¢x. Many small liquid mo.-tions were. 
superimposed on the basic wave shape and breal(ing:. -
-.. . 
.. . 
, waves were noted in some c:ases ! The liqu.id 





. .. The general l·iqu.i.d res·:ponse to a iow 
amplitude vibration is ·stab.le h-armonic motion of 
the. same frequency as the •exci.ta tion frequency~ I:f 
i,~ the frequency is held·· c·onstant and the exc:itati·on 
·, 
amplitude is incre<?sed, a one-half subha.;rmon·ic :~--
stability bounda·ry is encounterecI. 'The ·mode cbrres.~ 
ponding to this particular boundary depends on the 
'2i3: 
' 
· v a 1·u e of th~--- -~~~-i.tJ~ng_._.f.r.e .. quency . . __ ... A-t----t-h-e'. ... -s-t·a-bi·ri-ty---=-"-~--~-~~--- ---~~~-~ .·. ~-='"7-·~---·:·-~-~-.----···---· .. ········-·--· ----------·-.. --· .. ·. ~~--- ~~--;.;-rlarger- ampITtUde one-ha1f-S~bh;-~~;i;;----
··'?· 
· response results. A further increase in excitation 
----· -·--- ----------;--- ............... " -
amplitude results in a more violent liquid motion-, -
until breaking waves· oc·cur. :A -d.en5e spray has b'e.en 
reported. 
.. 
...... ·--- ________ _ 
·- ----- -····· -- -- - . -· ~·- -· . -- ,-··· -In---S-Unnnary·,~- bo-th .. -s·yrnrne~tri~¢ --ana.·-noris·ynnne:tr-ic 
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. 2.4 
exc1itation. Coupling between modes is also observe:d ... 
as predicte·d from the Mathieu stabili'ty chart. Th.e , 
predominant large amplitude surface .response is 
found to be a one-half subharmonic of the for:~ing · 
frequency. Other harmonic, subharmonic, and·super-
harmonic res~onses ha.ve been observed by choosing 
-the proper combination of forcing amplitude and 
forcing frequency.·· NonlitTear jump behavior is · 
observed for liquid amplit,ude when excited .. ·in··:the. 
. •. 
vicinity of liquid natural frequ.encies. On:ly the 
upward jump in amplitude i,s pre-dieted by the third 
. 
' 
order theory presented. ·by. Dodge, Kana, and Abrams.on 
(reference 10). The.Mathieu stabili·ty chart s~ems 
to predict. the one-half subh~rmonic s·tabili·ty: 
boundaries quite well. The· third ord.er. the·o.ry 
developed will describe the liquid amplitude .and ~ 
mode shape for one-half subharmonic respon·se: o .. f ·1:ow· 
· ....... , d ., 
excitation frequencies. The authqrs· of this 
reference ·re.cognize that ma·ny questi9ns are left 
unanswere·d in the ana 1 ys is .. , Amo1tg th~ ·a,teas of 
interest left open a.te the :effects o .. f ·d·amping and; 
surface te~rt·s ion on th.e resp·orts.e, and the .Pcls.s i:bilit:y 
of low fre·quency ·Surface motions generated by· high 
excitation .frequen.cies· a-rtcl amplitudes. -A be.tter 
theoretic.al an~.lysi.s is al.so 11ecessary to descri=b:e_ 
~ 
. 
the small a.mplJ.tude harmonic and superharmohic 
motions and all ·1arg.e ampl.it·ude ,motions. The . thi:rd. 
"' 
- -··--- ·-· -- -·-- -···-··- -- --- --·--····-·· 




· agreement with experimertts conducted for l~rge 
~xcitation amplitudes. , 
.With so- many unanswered questions on the 
rigid tank case, it is not surprising to find that 
very little work has been attempted for the elastic . 
. 
tank. In 1955,·H. H. Bleich (reference 12) published 
.,. -!-l·' 
,. 






a paper describing an approximate· solution for small 
amplitude longitudinal vibrations· of an. elastic 
. . 
tank. Only the lowest synm1etric liquid mode was 
considered. The motion ·of the tank was included 
in the boundary condition of the liqui.d at the tank. 
bottom. The solutions for both rigid and elastic 
.tank bottoms of arbitrary shape are presented. The 
. 
~ 
average vert·ical velocity of the liquid .in the planet 
'\ 
at the bottom of .the cylinder is used as a bottom 
boundary condition in the analysis. In addition, 
a me~hod is presented to include the effects of 
fluid compress ibili.ty. Th.e Laplace equation mu.st 
be modified to ~ 
.ex_'c-i_,tatiion frequency is sma_l·l c·omp:are·d to 
of the velocity o.f sound (·c) in ~he _,flui·d 
_f:luid depth in the tank. 
the . rat:i.o 
. . ,. . . .. 
·The -analysis for· t:he. t~·.ig··id tank :has: showri 
11 -
tha.:t many nons_ymm~tric as w.e.11 a.s syrnu1et:r-:io mod·e-s 
~ -
may be excited even for srnall ex.c·itati·on amp·litudes.: 
The major response i~ found to be one-half su:bharrnon·:i·c 
of the forcing frequency. Since Bleich consider.e:d 
oniy axisynrrnetric liquid response and assumed a 
2--·5 ... ' • •• .• J ; :_· .. . 
, .. 
·•· 
.... . . . . - . . .... -··· - . - ..... ·---~.. . ·- ----···-·····--·-· ···-···-··;··----·-·--··-··-····-··--.-···-·--·---. -· ··------··-·---- .. ···--------·--·-· ..... __ _. ·. -·. ---.----. ,. ···'·----···---- ···--
- ----·--------·-··--------...,-..... --~:-f,:-.. ---------har-moni-e-------r-es.p.ons-e. .. -as:--~-a11-.a-p.p..r.ox-ima-te--solut-Lon .. ,_ .... i.t __ is____ ... -___ .. __ . _ .. _ .. . . . . __ _ 
expected that significant motions wil-1 not be 
predicted by this analy·s i~. At the presen·t ~time no -
-,~ 
e~perimental evidence has been presented to test or 
0 










Lateral Harmonic Excitation 
' The lateral vibration (along a diamdter) 
-
of a circular cylindrical tank ·leads to nonlinear 
liquid response which s·e·ems to be slightly different 
from the axial vibrat:ion case. R. E. Hutton (reference 
13) suggests that three. distinct types of liquid 
' . motion can be found in a rigid tank undergoing 
¢ lateral vibration· near the lowest nonsynnnetric liquid ,1 
natural frequency. In the first type, stable planar 
motion, the fluid moves in the first non·syrrnnetric 
""' 
mode wi.th one nodal diameter perp.endicular to the 
direction of excitation. This ·motion occurs in a. 
small region centered about the _liquid· natu·ral 
frequency.· For a region just above t:he- natu·r.t:il 
frequency :stable nonplanar .motion or ·r.o·tary- moti:on 
c.an be £ound. The fluid moves harmonically wi.·th, a 
:cons·tant maximum amplitude, but the nodal diame·t~.r· 
rotates at constant speed around the tank. the-· 
·third type of mo·t:.ion is uns ta_ble or swirling mo.tion. 
:The fluid· :has 'Ito s:tead_y state response. T,h·is occur,s·, 
.fat· a,. frequency ba_.nd _just below the natural frequ~_nc·y .. 
·Ther,e exist ~ sma·11 ·r~nge .of freque11cie·s· where 
' ~· 
~ 




The 'linear theory for lat·e·r·ai sloshing 
·2·6· ~ .··: -=. : 
predicts only stable planar motion of small , . -----··-·--, ------·· .~ ... -... -, .. - ·-··. -· ..... . __ _. ' 
...... -- . -·- ·---- -
. -- ---··•-· .. ·····-···· ___ ..... ··--···- -- ····- - - ·-
-
-~ --A111I1li.-tudes--exc-e-p-t-c;l-t--t-he--r-e-s-e-nan-t~-f-re-qu-errcy-~--Trre-------···- · ·. · · · · · · · ... · · , · -· .. ·: -· .- .. ·· .-·-------
first attempt_ to describe analytically the nqnp:lanar 
type motion was presented by R .... R~ Berlot (referepc~ 
1-4) in 1959. This is done by forrnulating a coni.cal 
_pendulum analogy that includes rotational and 
__ _______________ _ -··· a ~g'Ll 1 ?:t:" __ mQ!!].~_n_tl.!ID. _ The _ mas_s e __ s_~ _o_f__ th.e pen du lums:----a£-:_e~ · 






- --- --'-.Jc- ·-···--· ---·-.- --~-- .... -- -
?. 
t'"" " ,,., • "'t~ 
'f ' 
. . '~ 
.... energy. The rationale for a pendulum .analGgy W~:s· d'.e-
~ rived from the consideration that the center of 
grav~ty of the rota ting·· liquid deviates from the 
tank axis causing a certt~ifugal force .. Stable 
·rotar-y motion occurs when a· pa:lance is found betwe:_e.n .. 
the gravity force ~nd the rotating centrifugal 
force. The nonlinear pendulum-analogy was not 
es·tablished quantita tive·ly other than to predict 
.• 
. . 
the stability boundaries found b.y experiment. 
Hutton pr·esents _an analys·is that will 
predict the rotary and swi-rl motions for· small 
. 
excitation amplitudes. ·T.h·e mo·ti_on 9f the tank 
-
. 
-- .. is included. in the· tank wal.l qound~ry condition 
and· the ·dynamic fre<=-surface boun~ary·condition. 
The only n_onlinearities in the analysis come: f·r,ort1 
·t:be. f.r-ee- s:urfa,.ce co.ndition. Soluti.orts are ' ... . 
:~ssumed :t4at· satisfy the di·fferent·ial eqtiat.i·Qn'.S 
a·nd .the con.s ta11t·s are evaluated· by consideri-1:1.g. 
the boundary condi·t·ions.. A pe:rturba tion 
stability analysis was: empi.o.yed to discover 'the· 
· type of mot.ion described by tll_e solution:s. It: is 
concluded that th.e rotar-y and sw1rl motions· ,are 
c,aused by nonlirte-ar coupling: o'f fluid motion,s 
. :throug\, ~he su-rface waves .. 
. 
-r \.\..,r 
~ The e:x.p:e,rimental. dat_a collected by Hutton 
.. a_gree with his analysip -for· stna1·1 excitation 
amplitudes· and ta.rtk deptli~-·g-reater. than the tank ,. 
diameter. Becayse the regions of occurrence for 
the three types o~ liquid motion are piedicted 
f' 
accurately by the.analysis the conclusion tha·-=--t~ 
-
' nonlinear surface coupling causes ~the nonlinear 
____ fl.uid-behavior- -se~ms cor1:ee-t. The- experiment.s ··atso 
-- --- - - - -~-----·· 












planar motion just .ab-0ve the liquid natural frequency 
a sta~le,nonplanar motion of higher liquid amplitude 
resulted. It is. suggested that this· is due to the 
"' 
addition of energy into the system. 
More detailed experiments were .
1
run by 
' R. N. Abramson, W. H. Chu, and D. D. Kana (referenc~.-
...... is) to gathet more data on liquid response 
es.pecially· at: larger excitation amplitudes. The 
first task of these experiments was to de terrnine the · 
swirl or instability boundary for t.he first nonsynrrriet-
ric liquid mode~ It is noted that the onset of 
. 
. the unstable rriqtion is accompanied b:y a ~ignificant 
force normal to the direcr-ion of :tartk. ·v·ibration. 
Al.so, it is stated that the liquid 1;e:sponse during 
' 
. instability has a 90 degree phase- angle with respect 
·t·o input excitation. Hutton sta.t·es · tbat for 
unstable- motion ·of small amplitude ·th.e fluid never· 
attains- a s teady--s.tate harmon·ic r:es-ponse. The peq_.k. 
< 
• 
wave height and no·dal diameter change cons ta:ntly, .. 
Within this conte:x.t the meaning ~ phase angle: to. 
the resp1>nse is no·t .immediately evident. 
S·ome, ':in:t.ere·s.t·irtg parallels of liquid 
i• 
r~ .. sp.ons·e canr/. be ·made ·be-~ween this case and th-'e 
longitudinal.· ca~~ t~reated earli~r. Abramson, 
.· et al, (reference 15·) :f:'ound by mapping surf:·a.ce. 









combination of two basic moges; the first ~- "· 
·I 
·nons'ytrnnetric mode· occurring· at the excitation 
·d.' 
fr~quency a.nd the f ir§t syrmne·tric mode occurring 1 
--
as~ a superharmonic of twice ,the excitation frequency. 
·· . · Tb._i§ __ ]:l.c1pp_ened __ even ____ f_or .. _a,mal l_ excita.rio.n amplitude-·----.----·~---~,- -- -- -· -· ···- ··· -- --.. -· ... """ -·-· --~-··- ··-------. - -~--- ~----·-· -------·--~· ----- - ' . . ' . . 
frequency eombinat-ions. ·A phase difference is noted--
... 
between the two superimposed modes. It may be pos-sible'. 
·,":;::. t(' 
.. -.;..( 
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. ' that the stable no~planar mode reported by Hutton 
is th~ effect of the superposition of two liquid 
. " 
modes causing a nodal diameter rotating with time. 
·A close look at the Math-ieu stability chart may 
reveal an overlap of possible modes for a given· 
'. 
1 excitation condition. Recall that, both subharmon.i:c 
and superharmonic liquid modes were ob·s·erved for 
. . the longitudinal excitation case. In that case th'e 
. _,/;,~ synrrnetric and nonsynrrnetric liqui.d modes-. were a·lso 
reported. In addition, a Ilonlinear ]um,p ph-enomenon 
was found in the liquid amplitude response for th_e, 
.. ,, . 
. axi·a.1 c-ase. A. similar phenomen9n was found ·by.-
-A_bramson, et :al,, (tefe·rence 15) for lateral ·exci.t·_ati·on 
·1:,y modifying the tank slightly. ~.vertica·1 pla.te 
was mounted across the cylinder _diameter p·arallel-
to the direction o.f excitatiotJ. l1his s·erved to· 
suppress the swirl of ·t;he liquid so that. -a m·ore. 
·complete liquid disp·lacement ·c:11rve cou.ld ·be 
obtained. The results showed a sign·ific.an.t- nonl .. ine:a'r • .. , ...... 
·softening jump in fluid -amplitude ~veri .for srnalJ;. 
·excitation amplitudes. The force dat_a··also 
. dem_onstrated the jump. The· c-onclusib~_ i~ made that 
Hutton's third_ order theory is i'a-deq~·~·t·e for sma:1··1 
excitation amplitudes, but dey.iatJ.ons_' a:re foµ11.d: for 
large amplitudes .. At the present. time· t.he effect 
. of an elastic shell on t-he fluid: _respon·se has not 
: .'[· 
' ,~ ... 






The-similarities in nonlinear behavior - . . . ' 
.found· in both the axial and la·teral excitation ·cases: 
indicate the possibility of developing a theoretical 
.. 
analysis to des·cribe the liquid behavior in a. tank 
sub{ect to a harmonic yfbJ'."gt:Jon which is a-iicombinatien; 
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SuCh a vibration may occur in a rising space , 
.. 
vehicle with a traje_ctory slightly shifted from 
the vertical. The response of the translating 
\ 
liquid to any net change in acceleration TIRISt 
also be included in the analysis. ~other possible 
area of fruitful study is the effect on liquid 
response to harmonic excitation when the tank 
axis is inclined at an angle to the ver~ical. It 
would be expected that severe modifications of 
fluid amplitude and niode shape would occur. For 
instance, if the tank was horizontally vibrated 
parallel to the vertical plane containing the 
inclined tank axis the maximum liquid amplitude 
may be heightened on one side and depres~ed ~n 
the other as the liquid interacts with the tank 
.,., 
walls. The question can also be raised whether 
the resultant forces On the tank are altered .at 
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Breathing Vibrations for an Elastic Tank 
Breathing vibration_p are those vibrations 
. . 
associated with radial displacements of an elastic 
shell of the form 




(-m1T z) e cos n 
.. .,. 
L 
with Ille-=, 1., 2 ,, .J.. .. -~ :(3il_: 1 
n =' ·o , . l .~ 2 .. . . 
'l'.he:. n = 0 vibra .. tion is associated with rotat··io.n·a.1··1y 
syrmnetric modes, and the n = 1 vibrations w_i:th be.am 
,, ' . ' 
bending modes ... · With this terminology. for· ·a given 
nmth mode tllere will be "2n'' longitudinal :node lines 
.. , 
1 ·-~n.d "m + 1" nodal circles around th~ tank (includirlg 
the tank ends). The bound~~y conditions at the tarik. 
ends become important in any analysis of the tank .as: 
an elastic shell. Most of the work completed to 
date has considered. th.e tank cylinde~ to be simply 
supported at both ends:; al though some experimental. 
data has been p,resented for the -cant .. ilevered (fixed.-
free) end condition. 
The literatur-e: ·Ort. br:eathing vibrations ·in: 
a liquid-tank system attacks the problem from a 
\ . 
slightly 9ifferent point.of view from the previously_~ 
" discussed investi~Jtions. Up to now the liquid 
response wa~ --~-h-~-- P"f:iIJ:1c!-r'j .. con.ce.rn~- ...... The----effe-e-t------tha·t 
:3.1~ 
••-•·•-·• -·• ••••••-----------·-••- -· ·~>·~•-•••u.-·--•••n •• _...-'..•-•••• •• • ·•'" •••••••• • • • • ••• 
----~ -- - --- ----- -- -----------------~--: :---.~. J • • • -• -
--a-n--e-l-a-s·tic -tank-nas·--~ 6n--fruia-rnot-fon--was cons ide.red 
--· 
briefly. For ·tank excitation in breathing modes 
-- - - ·· ~~- -the general procedure is to find the effec-t ~of ·the 
internal fluid 0 on the mode shapes and resonant 
freq~encies of_the tank .. The analytical approach 
- ...... 
. :'), 
- ----·- . - . . . ..... 
- '~-------··' .. ~---·e"-··~·------ -- --·····-- -
______ ---------·-----~----· ... ·---·-···-···- ____________ is __ to __ .mo .. dif.y ...... the--}-'-empty---shel-1-'-'----s·o-lu.,t·i·ons· ·t-o·-··account--
- ·- -- - - . 
. - ----- - ·- - ,- ... 
- -.- -
--
; - .f-or the fluid. The response of. the liquid has been 
•• jl 










a more neglected area of concern. .. 
J. G. Berry and E. Reissn,er. :(re·f·erence 1·6) 
.analyzed theor·etically the case of a pressurized 
. compressible fluid in a shallow shell. A shell is;· 
said to be shallow if the ratio of rise· to span is· 
less than unity. For s·hell vibrations of n equal. 
to o.r greater than two, Berry and Reis.sner f·crtnul·at·e 
the differential equation for radial amplitude of 
.the shell wall using Airy's stres·s ·f.unction. The 
load intensity on the tank is considered to consist 
of a:· constant internal pressur·e p.Jus: a fluctuating 
pressure caused by interaction between ·the fluid 
and tank. The equations are then coupled by"i.mposirtg 
& continuity boundary condition at the inte~face 
• between the fluid and tank. This coupling produ,ce.s· 
an apparent mass factor which ca.n b·e. applied to th:e 
shell equations for an empty tank. to revise the 
·mode shapes. r·t is noted that the effect of in.ert:±a 
and compressibility o·f .. -an internal fluid is to. 
:· .... lower the shell response fr·e·q·uency over_.·th.e "empty·'·:' 
tank case. An approximate £ormul.a fo:r· .a f·~equency 
parameter is given for ·the heavy fluid:. case. This 
would correspond to the case of a full liquid tank. 
This analysis. was extended to tanki 
containing two or more ·n·onmixable, nonviscous,. 
compressible fluids under pressure by E. Saleme and 
·, 
· .. 
T·. -Tih~!"" (reference--·17). A practical example ·o-f·-·this 
' . ----------------
-· ---·-···---·--·------------------·-------~----~-----· ----···- ... -------"" 
. ! 
might be a propellent· tank par;ially full of liquid ·· 
·' ,- .......... 
,.'--· ·-·· 
-·-·----·-------
.and conta-ining ___ a__Rre_§_~~J;:i?~d _g~§ _!TI~_the_ rema~n_in~ ________ : __ ~--~ ... :-:=~=-~:- _.. . . -___ 
volume. The effect of inertial terms as well as . 
membrane and bending terms are included in/the shell 
analysis. The fluid motions are treated us~ng small 






displacement theory. The axisynnnetric shell vibrations 
(n = O) are the only modes analyzed by Saleme and 
Tiber. Both an iteration and a graphical procedure 
are presented with numerical examples for the one 
fluid (full tank) case and the partially-filled tank 
case. 
The c·onclus ions include t'he· :fa·cts that a 
'--.. 
. . . . . 
small c.hange in liquid level is associated, with a 
. . 
definite change in circumferential mode,. shape and 
assoc~ated frequencies; and there are several leve,ls: 
of the separa ti·on surface associated with the s·a)Jle-
natural freque~cy -of .shell mo.tion. It is point~.cl 
·out. that intuition is n·ot adequate for frequenc.y· 
prediction. For example, ·in. the numerical example 
the lowest ~at~ra! freq~en~y of a shell fil_led with 
one heavy l1qu1d was- 40,% h·1gher than the natural 
freqµency for one lighter fluid. 
A more complex analysis is needed to 
,,. 
ct>n.si-.der the effect of finite-amplitude liquid 
slosJ1ing in a partially full elastic tank. A 
start in this direction is provided by w ... H. Chu 
(reference 18). The purpose 'of .the ·paper is to 
'(" 
examine fully the theoretical analysis ·for the 
linear slosh pr6blem. This ~ill set the stage for 
future investigations of the nonlinear coupling 
between liquid and tank. The linear theory is 
improved by replacing the shallow sh~ll equations 
-- · · used by Reis;ne1: with .Inore exact-D~nnell-Yu equatiOns .. 
\ 
--·······- .. -·····-·-··· - - - --·----- .. ·---·-··- ----·-, -- ----- - ·- ·---·· 
However, Chu neglects. the inertia forces on the shell 
in the longitudinal and circumferential directions. 
The fluid potential is derived from the Laplace 
equation using the linearized free su~face condition. 





' . ,, 
slig.htly from the empty tank shape. Then the 
condition for radial velocity of the fluid can be 
stated approximately ,·by/equating it with the velocity 
·of the empty tank walls. The fluid velocity potent.ial 
and pressure are deriv.ed. The amplitudes of shell 
vibration are found from the differential equation 
of the tank using the generalized fluid pressure·on 
the tank walls. Curves are presented for the m = 1, 
... __ IR~. 
n. = 4 case and compared to experimental curves. T·he· 
results show large discrepancies with experimental 
results for the one-quarter to three-quarter fu1·1 
tank range. This means the breathing modes are: n:o:t· 
similar to the empty tank modes for this range o·f 
j 
depth~. The fluid v;locity potential is therefore ~--~ 
not accurate as derived. A numerical example 
presented.by Chu suggests the possibility of using 
Jr 
the ·Galerkin method with a ·J:·~nite series expansion 
f·o·r tank mode sh·apes to overcome this dif:f:.icul ty. 
An experimental study was.conducted ~y 
u. S. Lindholm, D. D. Kana, and H .. N. Abramson 
. 
. 
(reference 19) in 1962 to get quantitative dat~ 
-
. 
on liquid and tank responses to breathing vibrations,. 
The study was limited to an incompressible liquid 
and shell modes n greater than or equal to two. The 
need for careful mode iden.tification is emphasized 
. .. 
\ 
because the oi;der of the frequencies does not follow 











. -_------~: .. -~--:---· _ . -from· the complexity of the mode shapes. . For. instance, __ . 




may occur at a lower frequency than one with fewer 
-circumferential modes for the same axial mode (see 
• 
6 
f igur.e _5, reference 19 )·. The cylindrical shell has 
several r.~sonant breathing frequencies lower than 
the fundamental bending frequency. 
- - -
Lin dh o 1 m, et al, in reference 19, use the 
. . 
- - -: .. - . --.:.---~--~ 



















sirnplified equations of Berry and Reissn'er to 
predict the effect of the liqu~d on shell\~odes. 
, They ·conclude that as either m or n is incr~ased 
,. . . 
and·the wave length decreases the apparent.mass 
contribution of the· fluid to the total vibrating 
... 
mass decreases. The higher order re_sonant frequ_encies 




The experiments were carried out on 
a thin steel ·shell supported in .two different 
end conditions, simply supported ends and 
cantileve~ed ends. The breathing modes were 
excited by electromagnetic action on the shel:l 
wall. The frequency curves for the full shell an·d · 
e·he empty shell both show good agreement with the: 
·shallow-shell theory. In general, the error 
-~ 
:increased slightly with increasing n·. By comparing· 
. . 
. 
the empty and full .shells it is found that the 
static pressure gradient in a liquid filled shell 
does not significantly affect the mode shape. The 
amplitude i·s decreased sl:ightly for the full tank, 
c-ase. For a partially-full tank the axial modes 
are shifted toward ·the fill~d portion of the tank. 
As the liquid level becomes low the modes start to 
shift back to their normal positions. This explains 
why the theory developed by Chu deviates. from the 
experimental results for a partially full tank. The: 
~ 
results indicate that the resonant frequency of given, 
mode decreases with an increase in depth. 
---· ---At the time of these-experiments some 
. ' 
curious phenomenon associated with liquid dynamic 
. behavior were observed. The previous sections have 
indica.ted the fundamenta_l liquid resonant freq~enci~s 
-~ 
.;~, 
. .,_ . . - ..... ; •· -·· .. -
-··-·· . --·-· .... - . --~---· -····-···· .. ·i: . 
;_. ·, 









occur at low frequencies (less than 50 cp-s). ·The·: 





vibrates are mu_ch higher (above 300 cps). Because 
.' of thfs frequency separation it may not be expected 
that a stable low-frequency liquid resonance could · , ,,.f 
• 1 
be excited by a high-frequency shell_ resonant motion.· 
Just such a stable liqui_d response was observed near 
each of the-breathing resonant frequencies. 
Be~ause of this unexpected behavior another 
, 
. 
. experimental investigation was conduc·ted by Lindholm, 
et al, and reported in reference 20 (1'965). · The aim 
of this ~s!tudy was to pinpoint the cause of 'the liquid 
instabirities. To describe the instabilities two 
typ_es of liquid surface oscillations are mentioned. 
The first is a small amplitude, high-frequency 
oscillation caused by high frequency vibr~tion of 
the shell wal s. Second, a large amplitrrde and 
low-frequency· esonance occurs in a rotationally 
symmetric liqui ~ surface mode. The liquid surface 
response is a ombination of these two conditions. 
The tank mo on also becomes the superpositio~ of 
the high-frequency breathing vibration on_. a low-
frequency large amplitude motion.induced by.the 
liquid. 
It appears that the unstabie motion is 
caused by a fluid-tank coupling through the free 
-~su_· rfac_e. _____ .. Xhe---the-o-~e-ti-e-al·· analyses reported so far 
have either neglected the free surface-boundary 
conditions or used· ·1i~e~i; _§!pproximations. For this . 
.. 
re~~on no theoretical analysis has predicted this 
motion. Reference 20 states that a theoretical 
__ ... -~nv~stigation to_ predict this phenomenon is underway. 
The· exper·imental results showed liquid 
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surface. was n·ear a. shell axial antinode. Because 
~ 
of. the many p.oss ible modes and the variations caused 
· by depth; th~ investigat·ion centered about the m = 2, 
~ 
~ 





4 mode for a pin ended shell. The shell 
.frequency was found to follow the excitation frequericy 
except when liquid surface r·esonance occurred. The 
... 
shell amplitudes showed considerable nonlinear) 
behavior. For t~e empty shell a slight nonlinear 
I 
softening occurs. The full tank amplitudes .are 
' also very close to linear with very little nonlinear 
softening and· ·a slight amplitude ·jump. The curves 
for a partially full tank show significant nonlinear 
'.· softening. Two regions of nonlinear jump behavior -
<are reported for this curve. Nonlinear behavior 
occurs in the first region of excitation if the 
frequency is increased· f.rom below the shell res·onant 
frequency. The shell amplitude jumps to a.large 
value in typical nonlinear behavior. If rthe excitation 
frequency is increased .further the second nonlinea.r 
region is enco~ntered. The liquid attains a sudden 
low· frequency resonance and the tank ampli.tude begins·. -
'i. 
· to modulate qt the low frequency-. The liquid modes 
that occur ~re axisynnnetric. For a high excitation . 
amplitude, as the frequency is increased other liq;tf1d 










,·both tank and l_iquid motions become stable !.!i .... ~.th_iS_ __ ~:-.-----~'a• ..... -----····--- ... -,~--~-=~==~--~= ·- .. ··-·--·-·- ·- ·--- --------------- ----·--·-------------·--··- . ···-- -·------------------------ ----------·----·· ____ . -----·-------· '.· -------- ------------------- - ------------ -- -- ------- - -
region as in a limit cycle. Tilting of the tank·axis 
. _ -··------· ________ ·_f_rom ~he vertical produced nonsynnnetri~ liquid modes __ ... __ 
as well as the sy1rnnetric,. modes-. 
- -~-
0
. -~ While the liquid response that occurs in 
longitudi·nal or lat.eral excitation can be explained 
I 
-··-------·------·--~-----as a ·subharmonic of the excitation frequency, it is 
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case. Another unusual characteristic emphasized in 
the paper is that excitation of a axisynm~tric _liquid 
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Other Tank Motions 
" 'll In addition. ·to the hanl1onic excitations 
already discuss.ed at some length the fluid-tank 
system can be subject to other movements that 
influence res-ponse. The dynamic motion of a moving 
body can be described ·in terms of-translation of 
the center of gravity along three perpendicular 
) 
axes and rotation of ·the body about these axes. · 
For example,. the 1fropelleri.t tank in a rising space 
vehicle may be translating along· its longitudinal 
--~'. 
'axis and piichi~g about an axis th6ugh the center of 
.I-
-----·--------- ----~ ----... - -----·-- ·- ---, 
/' 
gravity perpendicular to the verticil axis~ Thus, 
,. it is ·necessary to consider the effect of these 
.motions on the liquid-tank .behav~o~ to gain a true· 
t.otal .. r_esponse picture.· 
An analytic.a·!- approac·h was conce.iyed by 
.. 
. J:. W. Miles (ref·erence 21) for the case· .of small 
aTI1p.l·itude liquid motion in an elastic~ tank. The 




·we·re a translation. along art axis (6 = 0) perpen-. 
dicular to the vertical axis of the cylinder,· a 
• 
-~.ot.a-tion about the centroida·1 axis ( e = '7T' ) 
2 
perpendicular to the vertical and translational 
axis, a bending displ~cement of the tank, and slos.h 
displacemen!;_~ ____ gf_ the ___ liquid relative to a coordinate ·----------- ---
system moving with the first threeidisplacements. 
The approach is to forrnulate the total· kinetic energy 
and potential energy of the liquid-tank system and 
obtain the equations of motion from the Lagrangian 
L---~---,----\;1-±--t-the. systeui. Frequency equations are work~d out 
for two exampl~s and the results are compared with 
















as a rigid body_. The approach is quite gen ..e:ra.l 
because for any given tank motion the proper t~rms 
can be included in the _energy equations. .The 
derivation of inertia coefficents for the pitching 
tank is presented. In the examples an approximate 
:.curve is. chosen to describe the beam bending mode 
for the frequency determination. · No experimental 
verificat~on is presented . 
. The liquid response to an acceleration 
:(.or deceleration) of a translating tank is also a 
, prpblem. A rapid deceler~tion of a space vehicle 
Ii! • l 
may cause th~ ,,~liquid in a propellent· tank to become 
'iirtstable and slosh against the other side of the 
·tank· with great force. Some groundwork was · laid 
for the consideration of·thiS problem by Sir G. \ 
. 
. 
Taylor (reference 22). In his paper he anal~zed. 
the instabilities of two ·flu:ids of different. 
a·ensities accele.ratec:l in .ac direction perpendicular 
to their in.terf·ace. :·Calculations are presented 
for the case of a liquid of uniform depth. The. 
problem becomes more comp~ex if the· liquid is no.:t. 
held by gravitational forces. The surface tensiort 
and vi~ity/of the fluid must be taken into 
. account._ for an analysis of fluid stability. 
An interesting. analys·is on the effect of 




-- -- - ---- · ..... , ·. . -··· ·is · presented by ... R • ____ -Sk~tl.~k __ :_and. · __ J_.___ ___ E_~-------Conly------(-J;"-e-f-er--ene-e-------~-------,-,---,---_ ·--,----,,.--:~··--.. ------.... -.... ---- .. ·-.. -· 
- · - -----23)--.-- For an :ideal nonviscous liquid there would , 
' 
...... ' 
l?e no response .to ... _this_ ... rotat_io_n. In .. orde-r----:to-- ______ ...... -:.- ----- -·---- --------- ·- .. - .. -------------- --- - .. 
--· --- ---------· -·-·--- . 
. .. 
,,. 
·include the effects of damping without complicating 
.. 
tha analysis a surface pressure term proportional 
. - to the verti-ea-1~. ve-1:-oc ity of the -surface·:--·and opp.as ing _______ _ 
the motion is postulated ... In this way the effect of 
.... ", . 
" . tank rotation on the surfa·ce waves created. in a tank. 
. ~i 
:.~'.~:,\~'.y·~-~:~~,~~~ ·~ ~-~ :· 










Undergoing longitudinal harmonic excita~n is 
. studied. As in the nonrotating case the one-~alf 
subharmonic response is the predominant mod~. The 
theory predicts·that-rotation of the tank increases 
. the amplitude of the.forcing motion required to 
produce instability. The eJCp.erime11.tal results: 
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Th . f .. ~1 1· d .. e motion o ·_ a c1rcu ar cy 1n er containing 
.a liquid is shown to be very complex and nonlinear 
in nature. Much work has been done in an attempt to 
describe this behavior under a variety of conditions. 
In recent years justification for this work has 
been provided by the U. S. Government space program . 
It must be emphasized that this paper is not an. 
a-ttempt to describe fully all ~lle work completed in 




-- a small segment of the work.· By doing this an 
insight has been gained into the type of ~theoreticctl 
analysis applied t the liquid-tank problem. The 
limitations of eac approach have been included in 
,. 
Tthe descriptions·~ A further benefit that is derived: 
from a ~eview of this type is a picture of the 
experimental work completed. A lo·ok at the overal-1 
picture suggests many neglect·ed a-re~;iwhere further 
experiment·a tion is necessary. Some experiments in 
a few of the neglected areas will ·be described. 
~ 
Proper experimental procedure re.quires a 
clear picture of the experimental par·a.meters involve'd ... 
~ring an experiment certain of the parameters _ar·e 
coitrolled while other parameters are observed. It 
is then possible to draw conclusions about the effect 
certain groups of paramete.rs have on the oth~_:r 
--- _..._ _________ _ 
-----------------------"·-·-· ·-· --,----;-_ -;;---pa ran1e t e rs-. ·---- At·-·-rtr1s ____ f-ime--i t is · po s s i b 1 e to provide 
/ 
.a list of the impor~ant parameters for a. general 
=~--~-"'---~----l-iquid-tank experiment. The list will be divided 
- into two groups. The first group i~cludes the 
par_ameters that are usual~y contro-lled or held 
____ constant during an experiment. The second group 

























. , ·,. 
•.,• f 
con:t·rolled liquid-tank parameters 
1.. tank shape or geometry (sides, top, 
and bottom) 
2. tank excitation direction (or method) 
3. tank excitation amplitude 
4~ · tank .excitation frequency 
:5:. ratio of tank height to tank ''radiusn 
6. ratio of liquid depth to tank ''radius" 
' \ ,~ 
7. tank mounting conditions {elastic tank) 
8~ liquid density 
9-:· liquid viscosity 
.• B,. obs::erved liqu·id-tank parameters-
'L.- ' 
-· 
1.. liquid response frequency 




liquid maximum amplitude 
liquid stability {bre.ak:ing· wave:$: 
spray) 
and 
. ·· .. 
5.'... tank mode and response {elastic c.aS:e): 
.6!! forces generated on tank 
7~ forces gener~ted on tank mounting 
supports ~ 
At the present time the effect that many 
t ' 














.. _ ~ .. --· ---~ _ . not fttl!Y und~r-s tC>C>i:i• ---~~ye.~.clJ ~?CP.~l'."i111er1t:§ that can_ _ ·_ -·· . . 
:. ---·---- --~~--·· . ..::.__;_:__~-b-e--c .. on·duc·tetr·--ro-·-g-ain-··-a·--·-be·t·t·er···-·uti"aers .. taffclirfg··-w·11·1----fi-ow·----------.-.· --:~-:----~-.----:---:--c--'-c-.-~----·· .. -----------
be outlined. The general purpose of the experiments ~.,. .. , ..
· will be to answer the question ..,How does the· liquid·---··--.. --.. --- -· · · ·· 
respond to changing exci.tation condition~?'' · The ·· ... · · · --- ·-·· .. 
/' 
... ----- ... the jirection to a--mo~e::U·sefu·l analysis o-f-the 
previous analyse.s for the rigid tank should provide 
.. 
- - - - - -- -- -- -~--~- - - - - -









extend the range of tank excitation parameters to 
the region where an elasti_c response of the shell 
is expected .. This will provide data on the nature 
of any liquid~tank vibrational coupling that occurs. 
Experiment 1. The liquid response _to 
a harmonic axial (and vertical) excitation has been 
, 
studied for the rigid tank case in reference 10. 
0 
The rigid tank was made of transparent acrylic 
plastic. It was 12 inches lon~ and 5.72 inches in 
diameter, with a 0.125 inch thick wall. The 
experimental parameters were chosen in the following 
ranges: 
/' 
excitation amplitude;· 0 to :0 .. 15 inches 
... 
excitation frequency~; 0 t.o; 20 cps 
depth to radius ratio; 2 
·The results show the f ormat.iort · of both 
syrmnetric and nonsynm1etric liquid modes with the 
"' 
one-half subharmonic of the excitation frequency 
as.the predominant.~ode. The general liquid 
response for a given excitation frequency is -a 
harmonic response for low excitation amplitudes. 
As the .excitation amplitude is increased the liquid 
response suddenly.becomes one-half subharmonic with 
large amplitude waves. For example, the results for 




- . ·-·--------· --·-··- ·-· -· ------··· ··-·····-·-···········-·-·-··-··-- - ····----·- -- -- ..... ~ -· -.. ---~--··-· -~- - ... -, .. ·-. -:-- --~--- ---.---.- --- -·-·- - ---
!.. ---------- .... 
s · = 1T; · m -= Y-t·i qfii-d:--m-o-de-·--a·t--·6i_:_3:-cp-s-~--and-f,or-----~~~-----· · -~. -,--. - ---. ~·--
excitati.on amplitudes less than O. _03 inch; but 
- -- --- - -----
s ll b ha rmon i C lTlbtioil iS Stirte:d £or· exCitatiori ampl itudeS C •.•.•. ~.- -- __ .. __ _ 
-- . 
---_~ -- -----grea.ter- than 0;63--inc-h.- -As- the -exeitation amplitude ---· _ .. -- -- - -
' ~·,-, '. ' 
incr'eases, · the liquid motion becomes unstable and 
-- breaking waves occ-ur. The observed liquid amplitude 
. ·~ ... 










:.. .. ·i 
• 
was as high as 2.3 inches. 
.. 
The suggested experiment is to extend the 
' ':\ 
observations on liquid response to th~:r~nge of . 
excita_tion frequencies where. the tank may be excited 
.in an elastic breathing mode. It was reported in 
. reference 20 that low ·frequency liquid-tank coupled 
vibration exists for-an elastic tank excited in~ 
high frequency breathing mode. For t;:he experiments 
in reference 20 the breathing modes of the tank were 
excited.by electromagnetic· action on the walls of a 
steel tank.· The tank re~ained stationary except 
for the vibration of the walls. · 
The present experiment will tty t.o· :excite 
the same breathing modes by axial excitation of the 
entire tank. For this case the{.motion of the tank 
b9ttom will also contribute to the liquid response. 
A transparent ,crylic P\astic tank with the same 
-dimensions desfribed earlier has been chosen for 
this experiment.. The tank wall. should be supported 
firmly at the bottom by clamping to a large rigid 
ring. This will provide a cantilever end condition 
for the shell. The top of the tank wiil be open 
for observation of the liquid mode shapes. The 
bottom of the tank will be flat. The experiment 
should be run for two bottom conditions, an ela~:t.ic, 
. 
bottom (bottom with the same thickness as wall 
. ----~-·--·-·-.. -·-··------ :·-·-····-·':"_:_,_c__ -:· C-·'-- ..... --· th i c kn es s ) ~I!.4 . _cl __ r :i g id bottom ~ The add it i ona 1 
-------·-··---·----------- • ----·--------------M·-~ -----•·••••••••••••••-•-•••• • • --• ~· • 
effects on liquid response caused by the elastic 
,. 
bottom will be· determined by comparing-the two tank 
--·----- ----· ---------~------·- . ·--··---··------·---
-- - . ---- --
· bottom conditions. 
-------- --------- :- --- . --- -The experimental procedure will be to 
exci_~e longitudinally the plastic tank partia~ly 
full of water in the excitation frequency range <;>f 

























,,. frequencies of most of the lower shell modes. For 
instance, the empty plastic shell will.vibrate in 
them= 1, n = 3 shell breathing mode at·a frequency 
I) 
of about 460 cps. The frequency is even lower with 
the tank partially full of water. The excitation I 
ampli~ude range should be Oto 0.20 inches. For 
a given frequency the amplitude should be slowly 
increased to.determine if there is a nonlinear liquid > 
. . 
response such as the subharmonic response reported 
for the lower frequencies. The depth to radius 
ratio should be 2 to provide a comparison with the 
earlier data. The liquid depth may be al-tered later 
. ... to test its effect on the· system response. 
During the experiment observa-tions should 
include the liquid mode shape, liquid frequency, 
tank breathing amplitude, tank breathing frequency, 
.~nd liquid stability regions:~ The stability 
, boundaries of the liquid surface can be determined 
at ~arious points by holding the excitation 
ampli.tude constant and increasing the excitation 
frequency until unstable motion occurs. The liquid 
amplitude at this point should be noted .. · 
Based on the results of the previous 
experiments, two types of liquid response may be 
predicted. The ~irst type is a one-half subharmonic 
response due to the longitudinal excitati.on. Because 
46 
·-----·-··---·- ------·-··---·.----•.·. ·-·.-;.""';''·-··~-- --·-- -········--- - - - - ... - -- -- ---,~~--------·-·-·:···---·-·-·:··:~:~--~----~-:~:--=--.:~-:-·-~-Of -------·the---- ·1!_!~~:-~-~~~:1:!~--e··t·Q_fi- -f t~-~-_q:µg_jig_y: ___ -th_i:s ________ r_e-_sitons_-e _____ may ... _____ : _________ ---• -- ----'-~----·----"~~--2--------------------~~--··---.------------- -
-·--------. -----------:- . be in the form of a dens,e spray. The second type 
_ qf liquid mo~i{)n yJ_!l_l ___ Q~ -_<:1._ l_ow frequency liquid 
- - - -
-- --~ -----• --
response caused__ by the GOupling of the elastic 
-
, 
tank and liq4id free surface. The total liquid 
··response .,may be very complex and nonlinear. . ____ ~ --~--·-.,~------ ________ , _ _ _ ._ _ __ -- ----------------·'" 









.. ,.-• .I ... , ' 
._, 
information on -tne breathing mode~ of .the tank 
than is possibl~ by using a plastic tank. For 
instance, an electromechanical transduce'r is ,. 
available which will measure the radial displacement 
of the tank without contacting the tank; but a 
conductive surface is needed on the tank. If 
this can not be accomplished by adding a thin meta~ 
strip in the area,, to be measured then the entire 
shell nrust be made of metal. To run the /xperiment 
with a steel shell, the dimensions of the tank t . 
-~ 
should be- 12 inches long by 6. 00 inches in diamete,r 
, . ~ ' 
by 0.02 inch wall thickness. A direct comparison 
can then be made between the rigid tank experiments 
and this experiment. Any variations between the 
""' 
experiments will not be due to surface tension or 
liquid damping effects. In addition, the curves 
presented in reference 19 (figures 4 and 5) can 
be used direcEIY-f:o determine the breathing 
resonant frequencies for the steel tank. With a 
-.qepth to radius ratio of 2, the m = 1, and n = 1. 
-
't'o 6 tank modes are excited in the range of 25.0: 
to 750 cps. 
The theoretical analysis of Bleich 
(reference 12) for the elastic tank case assumecl 
that only the J0 mode is important for this 
excitation. condition. The experimental results for 
47 
' { 
the rigici----t-a.nk ... s.ugg,~_s·t that this assumption· is ,,,no·t··-·-····-···--'._-,_-~---~--C;,--•--~·~:-';'~:-~-~~--~---. -------
. --.-·---·--·----·~-. ·-- - -·-------- ........ ___________ ........ ________ ----·--------- -----------·----····-~------ ----·------------·· ---------··--··- ---- ---------·-· 
correct. The data gained in this experiment will 
provide a ·oasi.s -for: mo:re, practical as_sui:nptions .in 
. 
a theo-reticai deve lopmen·t. 
,. 
Experiment 2. Several experiments have 
been des-cribed which- ·treat the la-teral harmonic - -· - ~. ---------··~·--~- .. ____ ---- ----- -
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l. . ( ,• i 
vibration .of a rigid tank containing a liquid.~ The 
results given in ref~rence 15 for a 7. 70 inch 
•• 
diameter acrylic plastic tank.are for the excitation 
parameters: 
;:' 
excitation frequency; 0 to 40 cps 
excitation a~plitude; 0 to: .17 inches 
depth to radius ratio; 2 
The experimental setup of experiment 1 
with the plastic tank can be used to extend these 
·.results to the frequency range where tank breathing 
modes occur.. The experiment will be run in a 
similar manner to the previous one except the 
excitation direction will be along a diameter. 
Because the tank diameter used iri.;this experiment 
is close to the 7. 70 inch diameter used irt the 
experiments of reference·· 15, it-~wi~l be possible· 
to make a comp.,arison l;>etween the rigid and elastic 
tanks-undergoing lateral vibration. The overall 
liquid response in the high frequency range can be· 
expected t~? 9e a combination of the planar or 
v 
swirl motion due to lateral excitation and the 
low frequency coupling due to th~ tank breathing. 
·motion. Because the response in each case is 
I 
nonlinea.r this combination will not in general be 
a_direct superposition of motions. 
... ____ .. -·----· .. -------·-------- ---
- --· --
-~~----·-----------·--·- ··----------- -----·- --- - -·--- ----------------------::·----- .. 
The two experiments just discussed suggest 
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~-.. · ...... · .---,--
a ~~ries of similar experiments which may ·be ru~11 ___________ _ 
---- -·- - - - ---- - ---- --- - ·-·- -- - -. ·- ----- -
using the sa~~ apparatus. One such experiment 
would be.to keep the tank axis vertical but excite 
the tank. at various angles· inclined from the 
vertical. ,,The range of excitation parameters should 
' 
-
-------------~----- - -·----~----- - ----- --








experiments.. The results of experiments 1 and 2 
· will provide· the limiting cases for this experiment. 
The observations should include any variations in 
liquid mode shape or frequency as the excitation 
angle is changed. Another experiment would be to 
incline the tank axis but keep the excitation 
angle vertical (or horizontal). ThQ liquid wave 
_l, • ' 
shape will be modified by the tank walls for this 
case. By varying the i:ank mounting co~difions . 
and excitation directions in this manner it will 
be possible to gain a feel for the extent that the 
liquid tesponse is modified by a change in tank 
orientation. The results of these tests may 
reveal the need for more experimentation on a. 
particular aspect of the liquid response. 
, The experiments suggested a-hove are not 
. the only ones that will p·rovide valuable design 
data, but it is felt that the·se areas are 
c·~ ... 
"· :J·. 
particularly important to provide a firm basis for 
the extension of the nonlinear theoretical analysis 
to the elastic tank case. It must be pointed out 
at this time that these recoIIllllendations are for a 
single tank geometry. Other tank geometrie~ that 
~..,·. are considered practical for rocket propellents 





::· sp~erical tanks. Significant nonlinear behav_io_r ___ -------------~----
~has been·r~ported for these tanks as well as the 
rEactangular tank ca,se. _ The theoretical 'work_ for 
, .. 
, these geometries parallels that presented for the 
circular cylinder. It is possible to extend the 
suggested areas for investigation to th~s~ geometri~ 








motions considered in detail.for the circular 
cylinder have not· been fully examined for other -,~ 
tank geometries. It may be possible to extend 
directly the "circular tank" theory· to other ~ank 
.. 
configurations and motions (by altering boundary 
conditions, etc.). 
In sumtitar-y, .. it has be.en shown that 1 iquid 
·~ . . 
behavior in a circular cylindrical tank is nonlinear 
for a variety of forcing con·dit-ions. Much work 
, is necessary before a theoretical analysis will be 
a.ble · to predi.ct the entire response of the liquid 
to a general tank motion. At the present time 
experimental data-is necessary to provide a solid 
basis for the extension of theory to a nonlinear 
analysis. Some areas have been listed. where 
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